Summary. Central notions in evolutionary biology are intrinsically topological. This claim is maybe most obvious for the discontinuities associated with punctuated equilibria. Recently, a mathematical framework has been developed that derives the concepts of phenotypic characters and homology from the topological structure of the phenotype space. This structure in turn is determined by the genetic operators and their interplay with the properties of the genotype-phenotype map.
Introduction
Evolutionary change is the result of the spontaneous generation of genetic variation and the subsequent fixation of variants in the population through natural selection and/or genetic drift. This is the basic assumption of the Neo-Darwinian model. Population genetics appears therefore as a natural framework for studying the evolution of phenotypic adaptation, the evolution of gene sequences, and the process of speciation, see e.g. [1, 2] . Patterns of phenotypic evolution [3] , however, such as the punctuated mode (the partially discontinuous nature) of evolutionary change [4] , developmental constraints or constraints to variation [5, 6] , innovation [7] , directionality in evolution, and phenotypic stability or homology [8, 9] are not adequately described by population genetics models.
The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that selection can determine the fate of a new phenotype only after it has been produced or "accessed" by means of variational mechanisms [?, 10] . Phenotypes are not varied directly in a heritable fashion, but through genetic mutation and its consequences on development. The accessibility of a phenotype is therefore determined by the genotype-phenotype map (GP-map) which determines how phenotypes vary with genotypes [11] [12] [13] .
The motivation for emphasizing the central role of the GP-map originates from studies in which RNA folding from sequences to secondary structures is used as a biophysically realistic, yet extremely simplified, toy-model of a genotype-phenotype map. Simulated populations of replicating and mutating sequences under selection exhibit many phenomena known from organismal evolution: neutral drift, punctuated change, plasticity, environmental and genetic canalization, and the emergence of modularity, see e.g. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Laboratory experiments have also generated phenomena consistent with these patterns [19] [20] [21] .
In this contribution we discuss in some detail the surprisingly far-reaching consequences of formalizing evolutionary theory starting from accessibility. This approach is to a large extent the consequence of the realization that there is a significant discrepancy between the mathematical setup of population genetics (the current implementation of the Neo-Darwinian model of evolution) and computational case studies of simple evolution processes mentioned above. Population genetics theory typically assumes that the set of possible phenotypes is organized into a highly symmetric and regular space equipped with a notion of distance; most conveniently, a Euclidean vector space [1] . Computational studies using an explicit genotype-phenotype model based on the RNA folding, however, suggest a quite different picture [13, 17, 22] : If phenotypes are organized according to genetic accessibility, the resulting space lacks a metric and is conveniently formalized by an unfamiliar structure that generalizes topological spaces [23] [24] [25] .
Genotype space
The structure of genotype space is uniquely determined by the genetic operators at work: mutation, recombination, genome rearrangements, etc. In the case of point mutations and constant length genomes the situation is straight forward. Naturally, sequences that differ by a single mutation are neighbors in "sequence space" [26, 27] . The sequence space can thus be represented as a graph, Fig. 1(a) . The same is true for rearrangements.
In the RNA example of Fig. 2 below, a genotype is a sequence of nucleotides encoded by A, C, G, and U of a given length n. The genotype space consists of all 4 n sequences. Two sequences x and y are neighbors if they are different in just one position, i.e., if their Hamming distance is d H (x, y) = 1. The resulting graph, a generalized hypercube (Fig. 1) is highly symmetric.
The situation becomes more complicated, however, when recombination (crossover) is considered [28] . The analogue of the adjacency relation of the graph is the recombination set R(x, y), which is defined as the set of all (possible) recombinants of two parents x and y. Recombination sets satisfy at least two axioms:
Condition (X1) states that replication may occur without recombination, and (X2) means that the role of the two parents is interchangeable. Often a third condition (X3) R(x, x) = {x} is assumed, which is, however, not satisfied by models of unequal crossover [24, 29] . Functions R : X × X → P(X) satisfying (X1), (X2), and (X3) were considered recently as transit functions [30] and as P-structures [31, 32] .
On the other hand, classical models of population genetics and quantitative genetics (tacitly) assume a euclidean vector space as the natural framework for studying the evolution of phenotypic adaptation, the evolution of gene sequences, and the process of speciation, see e.g. [1, 2] . This begs the question whether there is a mathematical framework that contains graphs, recombination sets, and euclidean vector spaces as special cases. After all, accessibility in terms of the genetic operators is the common mechanism that "creates" the structure of genotype space.
We base our discussion on the notion of accessibility [13, 17, 23] . Let us write x U y to mean that x is accessible from y "at level U ". Whether x can be obtained from y in practice depends on how long we are willing to wait. Alternatively, we might be interested whether we obtain x from y within a fixed time with a certain probability. The symbol U emphasizes that we consider accessibility w.r.t. a user-defined criterion.
The relation x U y is represented in an equivalent way by the set U = {(x, y)|x U y}. Then U [x] = {y|x U y} can be interpreted as the U -neighborhood of x: it is the set of all y that have access to x at level U . Suppose we have two accessibility relations U and U . Then their composition, defined by x( U • U )y if there is a z ∈ X such that x U z and z U y, is again an accessibility relation at a weaker level. Note that we do not require that two relations U and U are comparable. There is a natural partial order, however, which is determined by the inclusion relation of the associated sets U and U respectively: If U ⊂ U then U is a more stringently defined accessibility relation than U From the mathematical point of view it is natural to consider the collection U of all accessibility relations on a given genotype space. This construction follows the spirit of [23] with small technical differences. What are the natural properties U? We propose:
(U2) x U x for all x ∈ X and all U ∈ U. The ergodicity hypothesis says that at some level everything is accessible from everywhere, if we just wait long enough or if we are content with sufficiently small probabilities. Axiom (U1') simply allows us to "combine" accessibility relations to multi-step processes that define weaker accessibility relations, and (U2) states the trivial observation that every point is accessible from itself. Axiom (U1) allows us to construct a (weaker) accessibility relations from a given one by adding arbitrary pairs -after all, by axiom (U0) arbitrary pairs are accessible at some level! If we assume that U is nonempty and axioms (U1) and (U2) are satisfied, then (U0) and (U1') hold as well. The set-system U on X × X is a generalized version of a uniformity. In the theory of uniform space [33] one usually assumes additional axioms, which, however, do not seem to be satisfied naturally in the case of genetic accessibility relations. These are:
One speaks of pre-uniformities if (U0-U3) are satisfied, if (U4) also holds we have a quasi-uniformity, while for a uniformity (U0-U5) must hold. The (generalized) uniform structure U is associated with a generalized topology on X. In the following section we will briefly review this connection and the underlying mathematical framework.
Generalized Topological and Uniform Spaces
Textbooks on topology such as [34, 35] usually start by defining a topology on a set X by means of a collection O ⊆ P(X) of "open sets" (the power-set P(X) is the set of all subsets of X). For our purposes it is more convenient to use the (equivalent) collection C = {A|(X \ A) ∈ O} of closed sets as the primitive concept. A pair (X, C) is a topological space if C satisfies the following four axioms 1 :
Here, I is an arbitrary, possibly infinite, index set. In lattice theory more general so-called intersection structures are considered that fulfill only (I2), see e.g., [36] . The closure function cl : P(X) → P(X) defined by
associates with each set A ⊆ X its "closure" cl(A). The closure function cl has two important properties: (i) it is isotone, i.e., A ⊆ A implies cl(A ) ⊆ cl(A) and (ii) it is idempotent, i.e., cl(cl(A)) = cl(A). Given an isotone and idempotent closure function cl, one recovers the associated intersection structure by setting C = {C = cl(A)|A ∈ P(X)}. One can therefore just as well use the closure function cl to define a topology by means of the Kuratowski's axioms [37] : In the latter case we show the embedding of A and cl(A) in the Hamming graph since the resulting neighborhood space itself does not have a convenient representation. The homeomorphism of recombination spaces and Hamming graphs is discussed in detail in [28] .
The dual of the closure function is the interior function int defined by int(A) = X \ cl(X \ A) and hence cl(A) = X \ int(X \ A). A set N is a neighborhood of a point x ∈ X if and only if x ∈ int(N ). We write N (x) for the collection of all neighborhoods of x.
Kuratowski's closure axioms can be translated into the language of neighborhoods where (Ni) is equivalent to (Ki) above:
Generalized topological spaces have been used in various applied domains of computer science, such as digital image processing, information representation, the semantics of modal logic,handwriting recognition, and artificial chemistry, see e.g. [?, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] ] for a few examples.
A generalized neighborhood function N can be constructed from a generalized uniform structure U in a natural way. For each x ∈ X and each U ∈ U we define the sets
and consider the collection
It is not hard to verify that N U :
is a neighborhood function on X. Conversely, given a neighborhood function N we may con- Table 1 . Correspondence between generalized uniformities and generalized topologies.
struct a corresponding generalized uniformity as the collection U N of all sets U that contain a set of the form
U N is the generalized uniformization of the neighborhood system N . The axioms for the generalized uniformities translate into properties of the resulting closure spaces as listed in Tab. 1. The correspondence of pre-uniformities and pretopologies is described in [23] , for a proof that every topology is quasiuniformizable and for the characterization of uniformizable spaces see e.g. [33] .
Phenotype Space
Accessibility at the phenotypic level is the crucial determinant for evolution since it is the phenotype that is subject to selection. We have seen in the previous section that the structure of genotype space is determined by physical processes, namely mutation and recombination, acting on genes. The phenotype, on the other hand, is therefore not modified directly, but indirectly through the modification of the genome from which it arises (We simplify here by disregarding e.g. epigenetic inheritance [46] ). The accessibility relation at phenotypic level therefore has to be understood as a consequence of the interplay of genotypic accessibility and the GP-map. The motivation for emphasizing the central role of the GPmap arose from a series of computer simulations in which fitness was modeled as a function of RNA secondary structures [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The RNA model, see Fig. 2 , is a simplified, yet biophysically realistic, model for a GP-map that has the advantage that its predictions are amenable to experimental tests, see e.g. [47] . In nature, RNA molecules can act both as genotype (e.g. as genome of certain viruses) and as phenotype (the 3D structure can bind specifically to other molecules or even perform catalytic functions). These functions can then be "evaluated" by the environment e.g. in a replication experiment [48] or in a SELEX process [49] . RNA secondary structures are a convenient computational model because they can also be
2. An RNA molecule folds by first establishing the secondary structure, i.e., an outerplanar graph in which every nucleotide (letter) is connected to its sequence neighbors and to at most one other nucleotide with which it forms hydrogen bonds. The three-dimensional structure of the molecule is formed only in a second step, [52] . The main part of the energy of structure formation can be explained in terms of the base pair stacking at the secondary structure level [53] . The secondary structure of an RNA molecule is therefore a useful model for a biophysically realistic GP-map which serves as the basis for fitness landscapes that are obtained by assigning a fitness value to each secondary structure graph.
computed efficiently given only the sequence information by means of a dynamic programming algorithm [50, 51] . A generic feature of the GP-map at least of biopolymers is redundancy, i.e., there are many more sequences than structures (at a resolution of practical interest). Computational studies for both RNA [15] and protein [54] show quite convincingly that the set ϕ −1 (α) of sequences that fold into a common phenotype α forms a connected network in sequence space [15] .
In practice, any useful notion of nearness will have to correlate with the likelihood of a transition from one phenotype β to a "neighboring" one α. For concreteness, let us consider a finite pretopological space, i.e., a directed graph, that might arise from a particular mutation operator. The possible mutants of a phenotype α then form the graph-theoretical boundary bdϕ −1 (α) of the neutral network of α. The set ϕ −1 (β) ∩ bdϕ −1 (α) is the subset of all these mutants that have phenotype β. Since the neutral networks are -at least in the RNA and protein case -approximately homogeneous we can estimate the probability of reaching β from α as 
where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A. Equ. (5) in turn defines a collection of accessibility relations p by setting
An approach to formulation accessibility in terms of so-called probabilistic closure spaces or, alternatively, fuzzy closure space is briefly discussed in [55] .
Depending on the size of the underlying neutral nets, nearness between two phenotypes does not have to be symmetric. Consider a shape α with a very large, and a shape β with a very small neutral network. It might be possible that almost all sequences in bdϕ −1 (β) fold into shape α, i.e., χ(α ← β) ≈ 1, and α p β for a large fixed value of p. On the other hand, we have χ(β ← α) ≈ 0 because |ϕ −1 (β)| |ϕ −1 (bdα)|, i.e, β p α. This effect can indeed be observed in the case of RNA secondary structures [13, 17] . As a consequence, such asymmetries may introduce a directionality in evolution that is purely structural and hence independent of fitness.
Continuity
The notion of continuity lies at the heart of topological theory. Its importance is emphasized by a large number of equivalent definitions, see e.g. [56, 57] . Let (X, cl) and (Y, cl) be two isotone spaces. Then f : X → Y is continuous if one (and hence all) of the following equivalent conditions holds:
The least stringent form of accessibility in phenotype space is defined by setting α β iff there is a sequence y ∈ ϕ −1 (β) that has a potential offspring with phenotype α, i.e.,
In fact, this closure function on phenotype space is the most restrictive (finest) one with the property that ϕ is continuous. We have argued in the previous section that in most cases a finer closure structure will reflect the practical accessibilities in phenotype space. It follows that the GP-map will in general not be continuous everywhere. We shall return to this topic in section 7.
Fitness and Fitness Landscapes
Fitness landscapes were introduced in the 1930s by Sewall Wright [58, 59] as a means of visualizing evolutionary adaptation. In this picture a population moves uphill on a kind of "potential function" due to the combined effects of mutation and selection, Fig. 4 . We have seen in the previous sections, however, that the horizontal -phenotypic -axis, in many cases, is not a real line but a neighborhood space. Alternatively, we may want to regard fitness landscapes as the graphs of functions from the genotype space with its neighborhood structure into the real numbers R. This latter case is usually studied in simulations of molecular evolution. Fitness and energy landscapes have become a unifying theme in fields as diverse as drug design, spin glass physics, molecular structure, protein folding, combinatorial optimization, and evolutionary theory, see e.g. [60] for a recent review. In each case, there is a function f , e.g., a molecular index, a Hamiltonian, a cost-function, or a fitness, that evaluates each member x ∈ X of a (usually very large) configuration set X. These configurations can be (organic) molecules, spin configurations, conformations of polypeptide chain, tours of a TSP, or genotypes of living organisms.
Characteristic properties of fitness landscapes such as local minima and saddle points are inherently topological notions as well [61, 62] . For instance, a point x ∈ X is a local minimum of f : X → R if there is a neighborhood N ∈ N (x) such that f (y) ≥ f (x) for all y ∈ N . It is instructive to consider also the following alternative definition: For each neighborhood U ∈ N (x) there is a neighborhood N ⊆ U such that f (x) ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ N . Of course, in pretopological spaces both versions are equivalent: If f (y) ≥ f (x) for all y in a neighborhood N then N = U ∩ N is another, smaller, neighborhood of x which obviously satisfies f (x) ≤ f (y) for all x ∈ N . In general neighborhood spaces, however, the second definition is strictly stronger because the intersection U ∩ N of two neighborhoods is in general not a neighborhood of x any more. This example highlights the pitfalls that appear because of the generality of the framework: "obvious" equivalences of properties that are familiar from topology textbooks might no longer be valid.
Related approaches to defining saddle points are discussed in [25] . The topological approach to fitness landscapes is largely unexplored. It appears promising, however, because it provides a common framework for the discrete landscapes of combinatorial optimization and for the continuum models that are used in evolutionary computation [63] and the analysis of chemical potential energy surfaces [64, 65] .
Evolutionary Trajectories
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........... (((((.(((((..(((....)) )...).)))))))))............. ((((((((...) ))))))) ........... (((((.(((((...((....) )....).)))))))))............. ((((((((...) ))))))) ........... (((((.(((((...((....) )....).))))))))).............. (((((((...) )))))). of the structure of the fossil record and consistent with in vitro evolution experiments [19, 20] , see also [66] . The analysis of the patterns of changes along evolutionary trajectories obtained from RNA simulations lead to a notion of continuous versus discontinuous phenotypic transitions [13, 17, 67] . The topological language outlined here is the result of attempting to recasting these findings in a more traditional mathematical framework [22, 23] . The time axis is usually described as well-known topological space, namely the real line R endowed with its standard topology. In the case of computer simulations and samples from the fossil record, which intrinsically represent time in the form of discrete steps, it is more natural to use the pretopology corresponding to the directed infinite path graph
Let us write T for the generalized topological space that represents the time axis, and let ξ : T → (X, cl) be a continuous function from the time axis into genotype space. Continuity means here simply that we assume that subsequently sampled genotypes are (easily) accessible from their predecessors. The composition ϕ • ξ : T → (Y, cl) the describes the sequence of phenotypes as a function of time, i.e., ϕ(ξ(t)) is the phenotype at time t. Note that ϕ • ξ cannot be guaranteed to be continuous everywhere, since the GP-map ϕ will in general not be continuous. The simplest approximation of an evolutionary process is the adaptive walk [68] . A population is represented as a single genotype which could be interpreted as the the consensus genotype. In each time step a mutant is explored and accepted if the fitness does not decrease. Thus the fitness f = F • ϕ • ξ is monotonically increasing function of time. A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. 5 . It does not differ qualitatively from the trajectories obtained in a more complex, population-based setting. In the RNA case, at least, there is a rather clear-cut distinction between "continuous transitions" (where ϕ • ξ is locally continuous at a time t 0 where the phenotype changes) and discontinuous transitions. In particular, there is a close correspondence between continuity of a transition and the kind of structural changes that the RNA structure undergoes at the transition point. For more details we refer to [13, 17] .
Characters as Factors of Phenotype Space
The correspondence of structural changes and transition type suggests that the topological language might be suitable to deal with a much more general question: Can one use the information about the evolutionary process that is represented by the topological structure of phenotype space to define a biologically meaningful character concept? In [23, 69] we proposed that the most promising avenue is to start with Lewontin's notion of "quasiindependence" [70] which was introduced to clarify the mechanistic assumptions underlying the adaptationist research program.
Explaining a character state as an adaptation caused by natural selection requires the assumption that the character state can be produced by mutation without significantly affecting the functionality and/or structure of the rest of the body. This notion does not assume that genetic and mutational variation among characters is stochastically independent (it may in fact be strongly correlated). All that is assumed is that genetic variation can be produced at not too low rate so that natural selection can adjust one character without permanently altering other attributes of the phenotype. We can therefore interpret the notion of quasi-independence as a statement about the accessibility relations in the phenotypic configuration spaces, namely that the phenotype space can be represented as a product of generalized topological space, Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . Characters as factors of a graph. In this case we have two factors w.r.t. the Cartesian graph product, the "faces" and the "bodies" of the "animals". These are identified as the unique prime factors of their phenotype space graph. Note that while the representations of the "bodies" suggests "heads" and "tails" as finer subdivisions, these are not characters in our setting, because states of "head" and "tails" do not vary independently here.
In the following few paragraphs we outline very briefly how this approach works at the formal level. 
In the case of connected graphs, i.e., finite pretopological spaces, the canonical and the inductive product reduce to the strong and Cartesian graph products, respectively; see [71] for their properties.
In the case of graphs the factorizations w.r.t. both the strong product and the Cartesian product are unique (up to automorphisms) [72, 73] . Polynomial time algorithms for computing the prime factor decomposition of an undirected graph are known [74, 75] . This is probably true also for finite neighborhood spaces although we do not yet have a formal proof for this claim. A "unique prime factor theorem" for closely related structures is given in [76, 77] .
Character Identity and Homology
In [23, 69] we argue that quasi-independence is a local rather than a global notion. Local factorization means that the variational neighborhood of a phenotype can be described only in a neighborhood of a given phenotype by the combination of character states, i.e. the coordinates of "dimensions" or factors. The biological meaning of "locally factorizable" is that there are no variational limitations on realizing all possible combinations of adjacent character states. The range of phenotypes that can be described as a combination of states of a given set of character, on the other hand, may of course be limited. For instance, it may be possible to describe all fish species by a combination of a character states of the set of "fish characters", but there is no such set of characters which would describe the phenotypic disparity of all metazoans.
In mathematical terms the problem becomes to identify a factorizable subspace Q of (X, cl). In terms of graphs this means that we have to find induced subgraphs that are factorizable. Ideally, given a graph G one would like to find maximal induced subgraphs that have non-trivial prime factor decompositions. Unfortunately, an efficient algorithms for this Induced Subgraph Factorization Problem is not known at present.
The original definition of homology by Owen identified two characters as homologous if they are "the same" in some unspecified way. The meaning of "sameness" was implicitly defined through the morphological criteria used to distinguish between superficial and essential similarity, i.e. between analogy and homology. This notion was re-interpreted by Darwin with reference to a common ancestor. It can be called the "historical homology concept" since it is defined solely on the basis of historical, genealogical relationships. It does not, however, clarify what "character identity" means [78] . Alternatively, one can define homologues as clusters of observable attributes that remain stable during adaptive evolution by natural selection. This "biological homology concept" [8, 9] is, in its definition, independent of relatedness by common of descent and thus has an unclear relationship to the historical homology concept.
Both homology concepts and their relationship can be accommodated in the topological theory of character identity [69] : In the previous section we have identified characters with local factors in phenotype space. The question of character identity hence can be rephrased as follows: Suppose we are given two points x and y and factorizations of their neighborhoods: can we identify factors of the neighborhoods that correspond to each other? The first step towards answering this question is to clarify the relationship between different subspaces. More formally, consider a neighborhood space (X, cl) and let (U, c U ) be a factorizable subspace, i.e., there are spaces (U 1 , c 1 ) and (U 2 , c 2 ) such that (U, c U ) = (U 1 , c 1 )×(U 2 , c 2 ). Then every set of the form A = A 1 ×A 2 with A 1 ⊆ U 1 and A 2 ⊆ U 2 is also a factorizable subspace [69] . In particular, every point x ∈ int(U ) is locally factorizable, i.e., every neighborhood of x contains a factorizable neighborhood. This property can then be used to establish the identity of characters (i.e., factors of local factorizations) at different points x and y, provided there is a connected factorizable set H such that x, y ∈ int(H), see Fig. 7a . The assumption of connectivity is crucial for the uniqueness of the factorization [71] . Overlapping factorizable regions may then be used to extend character identity to pairs of points that are not contained in a common factorizable region. The necessary condition is that there is a point z ∈ int(A) ∩ int(B) such that the local restrictions of the factors of A and B to sufficiently small neighborhoods of z coincide. For the technical details we refer to [69] .
The identity of variational characters is therefore well defined (via overlapping regional factorizations) and determines a class of (in most cases) variationally connected phenotypes sharing a certain factor. Phenotypes which share a certain factor/character can therefore evolve into each other without going through states where the character is not defined. The notion of character identity based on quasi-independence is thus fully consistent with the historical homology concept: Continuity of descent is sufficient to establish character identity. It is not a necessary conditions, however, because nothing in the general theory prevents two lineages from evolving phenotypes which have the same variational character -however unlikely this scenario might be.
Concluding Remarks
In this contribution we have discussed a mathematical framework that is capable of describing important aspects of macroevolution within the Darwinian framework. The language is general enough to be applicable in the same way to both the discrete setting of sequences and the continuum domain of population genetics; nevertheless it is powerful enough e.g. to construct a theory for continuity in evolution and to yield a meaningful notions of character and homology. Another interesting consequence to developmental evolution is discussed in [79] .
We have focused on the formal aspects of this language rather than on real or potential applications. The reason is that the kind of variational data that would be necessary for a non-trivial example are not readily accessible and that a crucial technical step, namely the factorizable induced subgraph problem, remains yet to be solved.
